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Coverings/ Industrial coverings makes the space 
outside the company protected 
and usable, extending in this way 
the area useful for operative 
and logistic scopes. The numerous 
variables support the different market 
requests in an exhaustive 
and functional manner. 
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Tunnel 86 / 
Gazebo 88 /
Carports 90 / 
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Coverings suitable for the preservation of the goods during its loading/unloading or storage.  

Tunnel

Connection
inserted between two buildings it 
guarantees total protection from 
rainfall creating a passable gallery

Side
installed sideway to an existing 
building. The length side, near the 
building wall, stays in view

specifications/

Self-supporting
free of physical connections to 
an existing building, open-ended 
to allow entry and exit. Possibility 
to close the structure with sliding 
curtains or rapid doors

Canopy
installed close to the walls of an 
existing building, totally passable 
being without continuous walls 

Frontal
placed frontally to an existing 
building, extensible and closable 
thanks to the sliding on wheels

finishing/

RAL
1003

RAL
6026

RAL
7004

RAL
9005

White RAL 
3020

RAL 
5002

RAL
1015

RAL
1014
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Modular structure suitable for vehicles and industrial buildings covering.

Gazebo

Fixed installation
both on plinths and concrete 
foundation, fixed to the ground 
with plates. 

specifications/

Application
outside

Optional
lighting electrical system
ballast with flowerpots 

Cloth
in white PVC

technical notes/

Wind resistance
115 km/h
Snow load
130 kg/mq
Standard dimensions
5x5, 6x6, 8x6, 9x6 m
(Possibility of customised 
dimensions max. 9x6 Mt)

finishing/

RAL
9010
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Application
outside

Structure suitable for vehicles covering.

Carports
specifications/

types/

Pvc
shading, waterproof, resistant 
to snow load

Shading and anti-hail 
perforated and 90% shading 
covering

Photovoltaic system
shading, waterproof, resistant to 
snow load, it takes advantage of 
the superior covering exposed to 
the sun for the production of the 
alternative energy

Structure
hot-dip galvanised steel, composed by reticular elements with circular 
section. The supporting structure built with reinforced concrete plinths and 
the modules are connected together with tubular elements

finishing/

Zincato

Ral 
on demand
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